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RALEIGH BICYCLES 
TO BE WON! 
AND ALL YOU HAVE TO DO IS SPOT THE DIFFERENCES! 

Here's another great, free competition for you to 
enter! And look what you could win. One of these 
three fantastic bikes! Choose from: a Twenty Shop¬ 
per with a detachable front basket — just right for the 
family, a Grifter- strong and stable with all the pace 
and pounce your could want, or a Chopper with its 
hi-rise handle bars and T-bar gear shift. Simply cut 

out the lower section of this page, and be sure to mail 
it no later than November 21st, 1979, with all the 
differences you can see (circled), and you could win a 
free bike delivered to your home. Results will be 
announced soonl 

may enter, and the judges decision will be final. 

-Cut along dotted line- 
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CRAZY CAPTION 5 
e we are once more with another of our candid shots from the Doctor Who tv seriei 
it for a crazy caption. And, as in all our previous issues, not only can you have fun tf 
it you've also the opportunity to win a five pound prize by letting us in on the ' 

Simply send us your best joke comment - on a postcard, please - in twenty-five words or less and 
you could be the lucky person to receive five pounds. Not to mention amusing all our other readers when 
we print your joke along with your name in a future issue of Doctor Who Weekly. 

Even if you're not the lucky fir 
Tom Baker as the Doctor to the ten 

i.winner, we'll be sending out 
’s-up, along with printing their 

ten signed full colour photos of 
names in a future issue! 

As ever there's no need to damage the magazine by cutting out the photo below, we've only added the 
speech balloon so you know who (no pun intended) is cracking the witticism! 

And if you don’t win this time around, despair not, 
week, so you've got 52 chances every year of winning! 

printing a new crazy caption photo every 

Send your entries to us - postmarked no later than November 14th - at: 

CRAZY CAPTION NUMBER FIVE, Doctor Who Weekly, Marvel Comics, 
205-211 Kentish Town Road, London NW5. 

us know (a) what you 
Doctor Who Weekly. 



intry Number Five- MARY TAM 
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OTHER MAJOR TV ROLES: Coronation Street; 
Return of the Saint; BBC television series: The 
Girls of Slender Means. 

SPECIAL MENTION: Following Louise Jameson's 
hugely successful role as the skin-clad savage Leela, 
the BBC deliberately altered their approach when 
it came to casting her successor. Leela had been a 
huntress living by instinct, Romana was to be cool, 
intelligent and sophisticated. 

actresses following a recommendation from a clair¬ 
voyant that she should apply for the post. A strong 
believer in Astrology and Numerology, Mary was 
advised well ahead of the audition that a big role 
was in the offing and that she should go after it. 

Romana's arrival marked a turning point for Doctor 
Who. The Doctor's new companion was no longer a 
mere human but rather an acolyte Time Lord 
freshly graduated from the Academy at the tender 
age of 120! From then on the series centred on the 
adventures of two aliens and a robot in time and 











D* WHO RADIO FOP ALL SPACE KIDS) 

it MIND BLOWING VOLUME CONTROL-itBUILT IN 
RADIO RECEIVER. PICKS UR RADIOS 1,2&3. 
It 'LASER U6HT CONTROL SWITCH’, it CONSTANT 

FLASHING LASER LIGHTS. It RADIO TUNER FOR 
CRYSTAL CLEAR RECEPTION, it TIME WARP 

BLEEPER CONTROL SWITCH, it TOUGH MOULDED 
MATT-BLACK CASING STANDS UP TO THE 

HEAVIEST LANDIN6S. it SLIDING DOOR FOR 
BATTERY SUPRLIES.itDIMENSIONS 7'4x5'/*x3" 




